Allasso Concentrate
Scientific research has shown that a perfect mathematical expression of something is more or
less the same as the thing itself. Metaphors hold the same energy as what they represent. This
principle, called transcendence in alchemy, explains how the purification and separation that a
substance suffers in a crucible or alembic while practicing the art, applies to the artisan himself.
In other words, the experience of the substance is a metaphor and witness for the experience that
the practitioner is trying to achieve, and it holds that memory in its time record.
All substances carry with them a record of their prior experience. Such records have been found
in core samples of ice and rock, which have been used to determine the prevailing patterns of
weather, tools being used and other cultural developments in vogue on specific dates in history.
Rocks and ice can hold patterns in place because they are more or less static. However, liquid
water is alive and very dynamic, constantly changing with its environment.
It has long been known that water is the best storage material because it is the most resonant
form of matter. It will take on the vibration of anything around relative to proximity, and thus
easily looses its memory unless it’s locked in by intense experience. The time record of its experience is thought to be held within the structure of its bond angles. This concept of “structured”
water has suddenly become the subject of great interest with new versions appearing on the market almost weekly. The major benefits of most of these relate to improved hydration. Water that
has fewer contaminants, lower surface tension, smaller molecules, magnetic and electrical charge
traverses the cell membrane much easier and can deliver nutrients and remove toxins much better
than normal tap water. However, that is only part of the story about the function and value of
water.
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The ability of water to deliver and remove contents from the cells is not as important as the
record of the experience it is carrying. There is a difference between knowledge and knowhow…dynamic experience versus static memory. Most techniques for putting information on
water involve the latter, exposing the water to information being generated by crystals, coils,
magnets, lasers, computers or some other outside source while leaving the water subject to distractions from its surroundings. Being so adaptable to its surroundings, it is difficult to store information for long periods of time on water molecules unless the information is learned through
experience rather than mere exposure to it. In addition, if that experience is one of crisis, the
memory of it is even more enhanced. The loss of a loved one, bad accident or other early life
changing experience is much easier to remember than a lesson learned in a classroom on a specific day and time in grade school.

Transformant ™ is water collected from around the world that has been transformed by following
the instructions of a proprietary algorithm that compels it to acknowledge the need to change,
give up resistance, remove all impurity, and implode inward to a higher ordered state called vapor or “distilled spirit”. It is asked to become the agent of its own transformation and actually
experience a dynamic process rather than being taught about it from an outside static source.
This pure vapor is then condensed into liquid form along with its time record. It cannot and will
not forget that experience. For a human being this same experience of imploding inward would
be transcendence to spirit. Transformant ™ is a living metaphor of this journey.
Because it has survived the journey, removed all unwholesomeness and transcended to its next
highest level of order, it stands as a standard of reference for perfection and carries with it the
record of its journey and the experience of success. It has acquired the resources needed to transform to a higher level; the map, compass, directions, awareness of obstacles, and experience of
having already completed the journey. It’s more than simply structured, it’s “informed” and “experienced” by a process that locks in its memory of transformation.
Rather than being manipulated with geometry, charged by coils, crystals, magnets, light or some
other source... Transformant ™ is challenged, educated and experienced by surviving a process
where it's asked to become the agent of its own transformation by rising to its next highest state
of order as vapor. For a human being this same journey is transcendence to spirit. The supercomputer designed Alembic that creates Transformant ™ requires each molecule of water to overcome a crisis requiring it to acknowledge the need to change, give up resistance, remove any
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unwholesomeness via purification, burn the bridge to the old way and step out into the new. Reality will not support the new way without burning the bridge to the old.

Transformant ™ is made with a next generation, supercomputer controlled PEAK Alembic, which
stands for permeation of energes, allasso and ktisis, the ancient greek designations for physical,
mental and spiritual energy. It disassembles, rearranges and reassembles water molecules by requiring them to resolve the difference between the actual and potential parts of a perfected sound
or a person’s stated intention…a process equivalent to the completion of the twenty-two pathways of the tree of life. This journey usually takes a human being a lifetime or more to achieve
but can be completed by water in only hours with this unique alembic putting it through extreme
stress, decision-making, and pressure to go with the flow. This kind of transformative crisis is
not easily forgotten or erased out of the time record. Called ALLASSO by the ancient Greeks,
it’s related specifically to the type of transcendence from an evolutionary material creature into
an existential spiritual essence. Transformant ™ is concentrated ALLASSO.
In addition, the 2018-B release also carries the ENERGES component of the PEAK Alembic
process. This power constituent can provide all of the physical energy one needs to act on all of
the requirements for transformation…active pursuit, gathering the right tools and finding dedicated support. It can provide the “fuel” for a transformative journey with a lot left over for other
purposes. The new real and imaginary ratio Energes coil along with vapor ozonization guarantees the maximum amount of physical energy and purity available in structured waters.
Water holds the order of all material things together. This is shown by the fact that removing the
water from anything results in the disassembly of the elements and disorganization into dust. You
are the water that makes up your body. Consuming Transformant ™ leads to an eventual saturation of the body fluids with its experience and support, which can result in a reprioritizing of attention, living in the now, realization of the bigger picture, enhanced perseverance, more compassion, diminishing of worry and frustration, blissful inspiration, profound relaxation, willingness to constantly grow, unbroken communion with the divine and the faith required to step out
on your beliefs. It is now believed by many top scientists that water is the carrier of consciousness.
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Users have reported that absorbing Transformant ™ helps them:

•

Find the resources to transcend the stress and gather the energy to overcome a crisis or
transform to a higher level of order.

•

Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of any other therapeutic procedure.

•

Remove unwholesome toxins blocking the achievement of goals.

•

Reduce tension index while increasing reserve energy.

•

Unleash potential by increasing the imagination quotient (iQ).

•

Find purpose, meaning and the next step by living more fully in the present and paying
closer attention to the important things in life.

•

Transform damaging distress into healthy eustress by turning threat into challenge.

•

Experience peace, contentment, and an enhanced sense of the presence of the Absolute.

•

Find renewed trust and courage, which leads to true acts of faith.

•

Feel more forgiveness, compassion, understanding and mercy.

•

Create reality through formalized intention, acting on faith and maintaining appreciation,
which results in dominant outward radiation.

•

Ozonization of the vapor further increases energy and guarantees purity
PRICING

Transformant ™ — (50 ml) 1-3 Month Supply = $85 Global Format*
(Comes in a Violet Quartz Bottle with Instructions and Travel Cap)
Philosopher’s Stone – Water of Life - Aqua-vitae – Quintessence – Elixir of Life

* The Global version is formatted with a potentially infinite number of phase ratios that offers up all pos-

sibilities for change, from which the user takes only what they are capable of resonating with or becoming
aware of.
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THE PEAK ALEMBIC IN ACTION

GOLD FROM WAVEGUIDES
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